
Want to take part in the largest art exhibit in space? Planet 
is making it happen! We've launched over 450 Dove satellites into 
space — and each one has a side panel designed by a contributing 
artist, ranging from toddlers and politicians to world famous artists. 
Now you can become a space artist too!  
Read more at www.planet.com/company/art/

2021 is the Year of Sustainability. Check out our page on the UN’s Sustainable Develop-
ment Goals for inspiration as you design a custom satellite panel artwork. 

https://www.planet.com/markets/sustainability/

Use this template to design your creation. When printed out at 100%, this template is 
the exact size as your artwork will be reproduced (if selected). Your artwork will be 
laser-etched onto the powder-coated surface of a Dove-series side panel that will 
eventually be launched into Low Earth Orbit.

Because the primary purpose of a side panel is to reflect solar radiation and radiate heat 
generated by the onboard electronics, your design should take no more than 20% of the 
overall white space. A design that uses-up more of the white space may not be selected 
because it can impair satellite functionality. 

Each Dove panel consists of two sections, shown below. Please be sure to draw on both 
sections—they can either be unrelated, or work together to complete a unifying concept. 
Let your creativity shine!

Tips: A line drawing (ink pen) or stylized quote work best. The final etching will be in 
black & white, but it is possible to achieve some tonal e�ects. Any artwork submitted in 
color will be converted to black & white. To read the full terms and conditions and to 
view examples of past designs, visit www.planet.com.   

Your submission constitutes acceptance of the terms and conditions  (https://go.planet.com/art-terms).

Print page two of this document on 8.5” x 11” paper (at 100%).
Be sure to draw with dark, thick lines so your design comes out crisp.
A black and white print is preferred.
Scan your drawing at the highest resolution you can (300dpi is preferred). We do not 
accept photographs, PDFs, or vector files. We accept JPG, PNG, GIF or BMP. 
Submit your file at go.planet.com/your-art-on-sat 

Send your art into space 
on a Planet satellite!
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Your artwork will be displayed here

Only art within the two red rectangles will be used.
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